THESE SHOTGUNS ARE FOR USE BY EXPERT HUNTERS ONLY

ANY REPAIRS MUST BE CARRIED OUT BY THE INVESTARM SERVICE CENTRE

THE INSTRUCTIONS, NOTES AND RECOMMENDATIONS IN THIS HANDBOOK MUST BE READ AND UNDERSTOOD BEFORE USING THE GUN

THIS HANDBOOK MUST BE KEPT TOGETHER WITH THE GUN, EVEN IF IT CHANGES OWNERSHIP

COPY OF THIS MANUAL IS AVAILABLE AT INVESTARM ON REQUEST, OR ON THE WEBSITE WWW.INVESTARM.IT
SPECIFICATIONS

- Opening:
  - bottom lever, below the action (Models 70 and 80);
  - top lever, on the head of the action (Models 70LS and 80LS).
- Safety: manual, button-operated, on the tail end of the action.
- Cartridge ejection: manual.
- Stock and barrel sleeve: beech, knurled.
- Barrel:
  - without ventilated rib (Models 70 and 70LS);
  - with ventilated rib (Models 80 and 80LS);
  - with or without internal chroming.
- Action: chromed or blued, engraved or smooth.
- Opening by rotation.
- Barrel length: 71, 76, 81 cm.
- Gauges: 12, 16, 20, 24, 28, 32, 410, 9 Flobert, 8 C.F.
INSTRUCTIONS

- The opening lever moves the closing bolt and cocks the hammer at the same time. It is important to hold the gun correctly. Push the top lever or pull the bottom lever to open up the gun.

- If you want to open the gun:
  - push/pull the lever as far as it will go;
  - open the gun, keeping the lever pushed/pulled;
  - release the lever, which will return to its initial position.

- Pushing or pulling the lever as far as it will go cocks the hammer fully and the gun is ready to fire. If this is not done properly, the gun may misfire.

- **Do not pull the trigger after opening up the gun.** If you do this by mistake, push/pull the opening lever again as far as it will go, as if you wanted to open the gun. This enables you to engage the safety.

- **Engage the safety** and insert a cartridge of an appropriate gauge and length. Push the button back, into the safety position, as far as it will go. When it is in position and the safety is on, the letter S is visible in front of it. When the safety is on, do not exert force on the trigger as this could deform it and cause a malfunction.

- **Close the gun, keeping your right hand behind the safety button** to prevent the top lever (models 70LS and 80LS) from injuring your hand.
IMPORTANT NOTES

- Check the gun carefully before each firing session.
- Read the barrel gauge and the chamber length on and use appropriate cartridges.
- Only use original cartridges, never recharged ones.
- Before loading or firing the gun, make sure the barrel is not obstructed in any way.
- Always make sure the safety is on until you are ready to fire. If the safety is not exactly in position, it may not prevent the gun from firing.
- Clean and lubricate the gun after each firing session to prevent the metal parts from rusting and corroding.
- If the gun gets damaged or is faulty, do not attempt to strip it yourself. Take it to a qualified gun shop where it can be repaired using original spares.
- If you are unclear about any of the instructions, consult a qualified weapon instructor. Please write to us if you have any questions or there is anything you do not understand about the gun.

GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Use all firearms with caution and respect.
2. Keep the safety on and keep your eye on the muzzle until you are ready to fire.
3. When the gun is not in use, keep it unloaded and open.
4. Check the barrel is not obstructed.
5. Ascertain the target you wish to fire at. Be able to recognize the game you are hunting.
6. Never fire toward flat surfaces or water.
7. Never attempt to climb a tree, climb over a hedge or jump a ditch with the gun loaded, and never pick up the gun by the barrel.
8. Do not point the gun at anything you do not intend to fire at and never play with it.
9. Store guns and ammunition separately and make sure they are not accessible to children. Guns must always be kept unloaded.
10. Avoid consuming alcohol before and when using guns.